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N = 15 shares factor polygons with the 3k and the 5k families. Algebraically it is quartic along 
with N = 16 and N = 20. The dynamics seem to be similar to both of these so there is potential 
for ‘extended’ families as in N = 16.  

The First Family is shown below with the mutated tiles in blue. Note that DS[3], DS[5] and 
DS[9] have no counterpart on the right side, but DS[10] is related to S[5] and of course DS[12] is 
the shared S[6]. 

 

Below is invariant inner star region showing the mutations in S[5] and S[6]. 

 

The GenStar region is shown below. It appears that DS[2] is mutated but this is an example of a 
‘virtual’ mutation – the extensions shown here are distinct regions and not part of the tile as can 
be seen in the enlargement below. 

 



Below is an enlargement of what we are calling ‘generation 3’ under D[1]. The dark outside 
region is congruent to GenStar- but there does not appear to be a chain of generations converging 
to GenStar so it is not clear whether there is a generation 4. The most likely candidate for a 
surrogate GenStar is the vertex of D[1] – where the virtual D[2] is s drawn in Cyan. There is a 
D[3] at this location in the proper position, but the chain does not seem to continue. 

 

 

These two regions seem to be invariant but their union yields an ‘almost’ normal third 
generation- with the crucial D[2] is missing from the lower region. DS[3] is also missing but 
DS4 and DD5 are in the correct positions and they have the correct relationship with the tiles 
above them.         

  



Projections 
 
EulerPhi[15] = 8 so there will be 4 independent projections but our convention is to show all of 
them. The 7 possible remappings are shown below. 
 
GraphicsGrid[{Table[Graphics[poly[Wc[[k]]]],{k,1,HalfN}]},Frame->All] 
 

 
 
Example 1:q1= cM[1]= CFR[GenScale] ≈{-9.098541072587,-0.956295201467611275857} 
Period 180, so the projections will have period 90 
 
Ind = IND[q1, 10000; k = 91; 
Px=Table[Graphics[{poly[M],Blue,Line[PIM[q1,k,j]]}],{j,1,HalfN}]; 
Px[[1]]=Graphics[{poly[Mom],AbsolutePointSize[1.0],Blue,Point[PIM[q1,k,1]]}]; 
 
GraphicsGrid[{{Px[[1]],Px[[2]],Px[[3]],Px[[4]]},{Px[[5]],Px[[6]],Px[[7]]}},Frame->All]  
 

 
 
Example 2: 
q1 = cMom[2] ≈ {-9.3018078925525628044,-0.977659405134970726703416}. As mentioned 
above, this point has period 1350, so the projections will have period 675.  k = 676; 
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